Trastuzumab emtansine is the standard second-line treatment following horizontal blockade in first line of advanced HER-2 positive breast cancer: A plant that has still to grow
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Overexpression of human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) occurs in 15% to 25% of all breast cancers and is associated with poor prognosis.

From 2001 until now, treatment of HER-2 expressing breast cancer is radically changed. The cardinal role of HER-2 antigen [1] and the power of blocking HER-2 signalling by trastuzumab [2] have been increasingly recognized as the bricks on which a robust therapeutic strategy could be built. In fact, Cleopatra study in first-line [3], Emilia in second line [4] and Th3resa [5] in third line are only confirmative of this statement. The novel antibody pertuzumab, added to the trastuzumab in the triplet of Cleopatra study, significantly increases overall survival and progression-free survival as never before [3]. Trastuzumab ado-emtansine (TDM-1) is an anti-HER2 antibody-drug conjugate (ADC). TDM-1 was pharmacologically developed on the solid axis of trastuzumab because the chemotherapeutic emtansine is too toxic to be used alone. This means that HER-2 pathway remains the way to arrive to tumor but the machine was empowered by a chemotherapeutic able to enhance the killing cell rate.

Before TDM-1 became commercially available, a patient with a metastatic HER-2 positive breast cancer was alive for more than 1 year with lapatinib and capecitabine [6]. Moreover, some consistent evidences favor trastuzumab beyond progression over lapatinib [7-9].

In second-line, after progression on trastuzumab, TDM-1 was able to significantly improve overall survival and progression-free survival by 5 and 3 months, respectively [4]. In 2017, a metastatic patient could survive above two years and half following treatment with TDM-1, about a doubling in overall survival as compares with treatment with lapatinib and capecitabine in 2008 [6].

Nowadays our challenge is the treatment of patients progressing after the gold standard first-line regimen of Cleopatra study and the answer is which therapy is better in second-line of HER-2 positive advanced/metastatic breast cancer: trastuzumab plus chemo- or hormonal therapy in case of triple positive breast cancer- or trastuzumab emtansine? The phase II trial NCT01835236 with the aim to evaluate trastuzumab and pertuzumab followed by T-DM1 in metastatic breast cancer resulted active but not recruiting at the date of 15th March, 2019 (https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01835236?term=NCT01835236&rank=1). However, this trial does not compare two different second-line strategies following trastuzumab plus pertuzumab, rather was aimed to weigh the value of a first-line approach without chemo. In fact, a double randomization was performed in first-line between double block only and double block plus chemo, and, thereafter, among those treated with chemotherapy, between paclitaxel and vinorelbine [10].

In this preliminary presentation, the Authors showed data on overall survival at 24 months as the primary end-point, which did not appear different between the two arms. In our opinion, the evaluation of survival at 24 months is little informative for two main reasons: it catches the early separation of patients with worse prognosis and outcome and it is only partially a mirror of the overall survival, which from pivotal Cleopatra study [3] is placed over 4 years.

Until now, no prospective study has been published reporting on treatment with trastuzumab emtansine following horizontal blockade with pertuzumab plus trastuzumab in first line. Therefore, have we enough elements coming from scientific background to prefer one treatment over another? Is TDM-1 better as second- or later-line choice? First of all, ASCO treatment guideline for HER-2 positive breast cancer recommends trastuzumab, pertuzumab, and taxane as first-line treatment and trastuzumab emtansine as second-line treatment [11]. In one small multiinstitutional series of 34 patients treated in second-line with trastuzumab emtansine, tumor response and PFS were worse in patients treated with first-line pertuzumab rather than after trastuzumab. In particular, overall response and progression free survival were both inferior [12]. Interestingly, the Authors reported the overall response rate to first-line anti-HER2 treatments, which was 51.7% with pertuzumab/trastuzumab and 63.9% in the trastuzumab group, respectively. This data means that patients treated with double blockade in the first line were probably different (more advanced? with brain/visceral metastases? hormone-receptor negative?) and fare worse than the other group. No detailed description of patients’ characteristics was found. As comes from the PRAEGNANT Real-World Breast Cancer Registry [13], Higher Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) scores, negative hormone receptor status, and visceral or brain metastases favor a survival benefit of T-DM1 over trastuzumab and pertuzumab.
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metastases were associated with more frequent use of the sequence pertuzumab-trastuzumab followed by T-DM1.

Another retrospective, observational study involving 23 cancer centres, and 250 patients treated with TDM-1 reported a response rate of 41.6%, median progression-free (mPFS) and median overall survival (mOS) of 6 and 20 months, respectively. Patients who received second-line T-DM1 had mPFS and mOS of 3 and 12 months (p=0.0001) if pertuzumab-pretreated, and 8 and 26 months if pertuzumab-naïve (p=0.06) [14]. TDM-1 performed better in pertuzumab-pretreated patients in third line and beyond. In fact, mPFS and mOS were 16 and 18 months in pertuzumab-pretreated (p=0.05) and 6 and 17 months in pertuzumab-naïve (p=0.30). In this study, T-DM1 showed greater efficacy when not administered immediately after pertuzumab-based treatment. This finding comes from 39 evaluable patients. Baseline characteristics between pertuzumab-naïve and pretreated patients were overall quite balanced and therefore no relevant difference was found. Many possible explanations can be suggested: a possible selection bias, i.e. choice of use TDM-1 in second-line in most aggressive disease, or biological reasons, i.e. temporary resistance to the anti-HER-2 therapy and/or the chemotherapeutic that has anti-mitotic interferences similar to docetaxel. The population evaluated in this study was mostly – above 70% - triple positive, i.e. HER-2 and hormone receptor positive, which is a kind of patients different from HER-2 positive-hormone receptor negative.

In a retrospective multicentric study published on JCO 2016, tumor response rate was 17.9% in a series of patients that received trastuzumab emtansine following trastuzumab and pertuzumab, which was lower than the 25.9% previously reported in a phase II study of a similar series [15].

Overall, data from selected patients treated with TDM-1 as exclusive second-line following trastuzumab and pertuzumab are scant.

During progression, a 7%- 15% change in HER-2 status was described [16-18]. It is strongly recommended to use anti-HER-2 therapies beyond progression even in case of change in HER-2 status [19].

Does HER-2 blocking move during its natural history to a sort of "exhaustion" similarly to what happens for immune system when undergoes to continuous stimulation? I mean that acquired mechanisms of HER-2 resistance are behind the corner. From a biochemically point of view, T-DM1 and its metabolites need to accumulate in cell cytoplasm to reach a concentration that exceeds the threshold needed to evoke cell death [20]. Factors that affect the ability of the drug to reach a satisfactory intracellular level might be implicated in lack of clinical efficacy. Low tumor HER2 expression, poor internalization of the HER2-TDM1 complexes, defective intracellular and endosomal trafficking of the HER2-T-DM1 complex and defective lysosomal degradation of T-DM1 are all associated with low intracellular DM1 levels [21]. In addition, drug efflux pumps might be implicated in resistance to therapy and expression of multi-drug resistance transporters may play a role in T-DM1 resistance.

T-DM1 has robust single-agent activity in patients with heavily pretreated, HER2-positive MBC [22]. All clinicians should remember that, at any line of therapy, a rate of patients is lost. In two different studies concerning patients’ series treated predominantly before 2010, 3% and 26% of patients reached the goal of third-line treatment [23]. “Use the best drug first” seem to be the imperative in the modern oncology across various tumor algorithms.

We are reviewing records coming from four Institutions and concerning about one hundred females with advanced BC treated with TDM-1 with the aim to evaluate disease control and duration on therapy. Even with the previous limitations, we think that these investigations could be interesting because few data will come on this matter from prospective trials, given that TDM-1 as second-line is a recognized standard.
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